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ABOUT ME

● Self-taught dropout
● ½ entrepreneur + ½ engineer
● Started my career in early “shared hosting” days
● Have spent equal time on the frontend + backend
● Helped ~25 startups implement DevOps



DEVOPS DEFINED

“DevOps is the combination of cultural 

philosophies, practices, and tools that increases 

an organization’s ability to deliver applications 

and services at high velocity... ” 

—Amazon Web Services
https://amzn.to/2CqXsEM



Many startups struggle to adopt DevOps practices.

DevOps tools are far more complex than ever before.

For many startups, DevOps feels like... 

WHAT DID I LEARN HELPING SO MANY STARTUPS?



$300B in lost developer productivity 
annually

Access to developers is a bigger 
threat than access to capital

Source: https://stripe.com/reports/developer-coefficient-2018

PROBLEM

Technical leaders recognize 
importance of automation

Challenging to dedicate limited 
internal resources

➜

➜

➜

➜

https://stripe.com/reports/developer-coefficient-2018


Easy – do what any seasoned engineer does.

SO HOW DO WE SOLVE THIS PROBLEM?



MY MOM TEST

What would DevOps need to look like if you 

had to onboard my mom into the Dev team 

at your startup tomorrow?

Such a developer.



Follow the dotted lines rather 
than connect the dots

Enable access to critical process, 
with minimal risk

A simple & intuitive developer 
experience that is easy to use

Codified best practices that help 
her learn along the way 

SOLUTION

➜

➜

➜

➜



EXPERIMENT 1 – SOURCE CONTROL

My mom has never used Git, GitHub, or anything like 

this, but she did use DOS once. She’s legit.

Let’s give this a shot.



THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



After a 10-minute crash course,
I gave her this CLI:



THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



Step 1: Create the repo and clone it.



THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



Step 2: Sync the labels to the repo.



THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



Step 3: Create some issues to start working on.



THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



Step 4: Pick an issue to begin working on.



THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



Step 5: Scaffold an app and save progress.



THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



Step 6: Finish the issue and create a pull request.



EXPERIMENT 1 – CONCLUSION

Success! A pull request!

Time: ~10 minutes, 28 seconds.

~34 steps down to 6.



EXPERIMENT 2 – LEARNING

So what did I learn?

1) A CLI is a great tool for streamlining developer experiences.

2) This is especially helpful for developers with less experience.

3) If we streamline decision-making, we get more consistency.

4) This means developers can start contributing really fast.

5) It also means routine work results in far fewer blockers.

6) It is great for culture if everyone commits on Day 1!



You’re a developer now.

Better step it up, or I’ll never live this down.

OK, MOM, WE GET IT.

I’m so l33t. 



EXPERIMENT 2 – CLOUD STORAGE + IMAGE PROVISIONING

Let’s try a DevOps task with 5 steps:

1) Clone a repo of pirate flag images.
2) Grab a bunch of mats for flag images.
3) Render a custom flag with input text.
4) Create an Amazon S3 bucket to deploy to.
5) Deploy the final image to Amazon S3.



What if we combine all 6 steps into 1?

THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



We declare a workflow using YAML.

THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



Step 1: Run Flag Factory, enter custom text.



EXPERIMENT 1 – CONCLUSION

Well, that was easier than I expected.

Time: ~43 seconds.

6 steps down to 1 step.



EXPERIMENT 2 – LEARNING

So what did I learn?

1) Having a single command to call vastly improved the user 
experience for a less technical user to complete the task.

2) When we condense many steps into one, it helps greatly reduce 
the time to deliver the final task.

3) If individual steps can be reused, then power users can still 
customize as necessary, while others can expedite easily.

4) With this level of automation, the complexity of the given task 
may not matter given the user’s experience.



DevOps is actually really complicated.

Let’s try the final, ultimate test.

If you pass this, you can be a #DevOpsHero.

UGGGH. MOM... 

Your job is easy, Kyle.

Also, I deploy on Fridays.



EXPERIMENT 3 – SET UP A KUBERNETES CLUSTER

Let’s create a Kubernetes cluster on Amazon EC2 with:

Bastion, VPC, Multi-AZ, private topology & VPC peering with Amazon 
Relational Database Service (Amazon RDS).

Then let’s install Grafana, Prometheus & Amazon Elasticsearch Service 
(Amazon ES) too.





THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW



EXPERIMENT 3 – SET UP A 
KUBERNETES CLUSTER

Here’s the CLI I gave for this task:



5 MINUTES LATER

We saw the Amazon EC2 services come online.

The CLI asked her what she wanted to install.



ANOTHER 5 MINUTES LATER

The services finished installing to the cluster.

We clicked the links in the terminal and…



EXPERIMENT 3 – CONCLUSION

Successful cluster deployment!

Time: 16 minutes, 23 seconds.

16+ steps down to 1 step.



EXPERIMENT 3 – LEARNINGS

So what did we learn?

1) Tools like Kubernetes are quite complex and may not always be 
the best tool for every startup team.

2) However, there are many things that can be done to streamline 
DevOps with Kubernetes to simplify this.

3) The future of container orchestration is very promising for 
allowing us to simplify workflow complexity a great deal.

4) Provisioning automation is worth its weight in gold to an 
organization based on how much developer time it saves.



CONGRATS, MOM.

Easy work. 

I now dub thee a #DevOpsHero.



WHAT SHOULD I TAKE AWAY FROM THIS TALK?



60 million new developers need onboarding.



The DevOps experience needs a lot of work.



DevOps doesn’t need to be so hard.



Build tools that help others avoid complexity.



Together, we can put the Dev back in DevOps.



Thank you!
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